The present study investigated the moderating effect of self-confidence in one's ability to learn mathematics on the relation between beliefs about its usefulness and performance. The study was conducted using a sample of college students from an urban college in the Eastern US (N = 306). Moderation was tested using hierarchical regressions as well as the Johnson-Neyman Technique. The results indicate that performance and beliefs about the usefulness of mathematics were not statistically related amongst individuals with high self-confidence, and negatively related for participants with low self-confidence. The findings suggest that teaching approaches aiming to improve student performance in mathematics by enhancing student beliefs about its usefulness, would likely be more effective if they primarily focused on increasing student self-confidence in their mathematics ability.
on performance. Yet, the empirical evidence has presented mixed findings. Namely, researchers have found a positive (Marsh, Walker, & Debus, 1991) , negative (Midgley, Feldlaufer, & Eccles, 1989; Sherman 1979 ) and spurious (Pajares & Miller, 1994) relation between perceived usefulness of mathematics and performance.
According to Fennema and Peterson (1985) such relation depends on the extent to which the individual believes he or she has control over the ability to learn the material, which has in turn been linked to selfconfidence in ability (Garger, Thomas, & Jacques, 2010; Liping, 2007) . Consequently, individuals with similar beliefs about the usefulness of mathematics could perform differently in the subject depending on the extent to which they feel confident in their mathematics ability. These statements suggest that self-confidence could act as a moderator in the relation between perceived usefulness of mathematics and performance. Such assertion has never been tested empirically. The purpose of this article is to present evidence of the moderating effect of self-confidence on the aforementioned relation.
Method
Data for this study were collected between the years 2015 and 2016. Participation was voluntary, and all questionnaires were completed in a research lab.
Participants and Procedure
Undergraduate students at 4-year public university in the Northeastern US, who at the time were taking at least one mathematics class, were recruited for this study. Students were asked to fill out a survey including demographic questions (e.g., gender, age, major, etc.) as well as items from psychometric scales measuring perceptions about the usefulness of mathematics in their lives, and self-confidence in their ability to learn mathematics. Participants were also asked to provide consent for the researcher to contact their course instructors at the end of the term to obtain their final course grades.
Respondents (N = 306) received extra credit (e.g., bonus points in an exam) for participating in this study.
Respondents were between the ages of 18 and 43 (M = 21.70, SD = 4.26). The majority of respondents were male (62%), sophomore or above (80%), majoring in engineering (60%) and taking advanced mathematics such as calculus, differential equations or linear algebra (86%). This study and all associated procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the university, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Materials

Self-Confidence in Mathematics Ability and Perceived Usefulness of Mathematics
Participants completed the Confidence in Learning Mathematics, and the Mathematics Usefulness scales of the Fennema-Sherman Mathematics Attitudes Scales (FSMAS) (Fennema & Sherman, 1976) adapted for a college sample. While the Confidence scale measures a person's beliefs about their own ability to learn mathematics, the Usefulness scale measures a person's beliefs about the benefits of learning mathematics. Some sample items include "I am sure that I can learn mathematics" or "I'll need mathematics for my future work". Each scale contains 12 items measured on a 5-point Likert-scale (5 = strongly agree … 1 = strongly disagree). The FSMAS has been extensively used to gauge domain-specific perceptions toward learning mathematics, and its Usefulness of Mathematics and Performance 236 psychometric properties have been well documented using multiple populations. In other studies, Cronbach's alpha estimates for the measures used herein have ranged between .84 and .91 (Bringula, 2015; Ren, Green, & Smith, 2016) . In this study, Cronbach's alpha estimates were .92 and .88 for the Confidence and Usefulness scales, respectively.
Student Performance
The outcome variable of interest was student performance in mathematics, which was measured on a numeric scale representing the students' average score in the class (e.g., 78%). Average scores were obtained at the end of the term from course instructors.
Results
Summary statistics for each scale, as well as Pearson and partial correlations are reported in Table 1 . As shown, participants on average had performance scores, which generally translate to a letter grade of C or C+, and on average students reported moderately high levels of self-confidence and perceptions about mathematics being useful. Pearson correlations between the FSMAS scales as well as between the Confidence scale and performance were positive and significant, as expected. As shown, the first step of the regression confirmed the correlations presented in Table 1 . Namely, the relation between performance and the Confidence scale, holding all else constant, was positive with a moderate effect size (η 2 p = .10). In contrast, the relation between perceived usefulness of mathematics and performance, holding all else constant, was negative, but the effect size was small (η 2 p = .04). A Wald test confirmed a significant difference between these estimates (F(1, 4) = 20.33, p = .01). No significant gender differences in performance were detected. Moderation was confirmed in the second step, as the interaction and the increment in R 2 were statistically significant.
For each regression, the assumption of normality of residuals was verified using cutoff values of 2 for skewness and 7 for kurtosis as suggested by West, Finch, and Curran (1995) . Homoscedasticity for the error terms was tested using the Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity (Breusch & Pagan, 1979) , but not confirmed.
Therefore, robust standard errors were computed using the Huber-White sandwich estimator (Freedman, 2006) . Finally, all variance inflation factors were below 2, indicating that multicollinearity did not cause estimation problems.
The Johnson-Neyman (J-N) technique (Hayes, 2013) Note. The dashed vertical line marks the region of significance for the effect of the usefulness scale (covariate) on performance (outcome) by scores of the self-confidence scale (moderator). The value of the self-confidence scale that demarcated the region of significance was 54. For self-confidence scores ≥ 54, the relation between the usefulness scale and performance was not statistically significant (p ≥ 0.5). The dashed horizontal lines label the lower and upper 95% confidence bands.
According to Figure 1 , the relation between the Usefulness scale and performance was negative and significant only among individuals with low self-confidence scores, and the negative effect decreased in magnitude with increments of the Confidence scale. For individuals with self-confidence scores of 54 or above (i.e., 0.78 SD above the mean), the effect was not significant at the 95% confidence level. The majority of respondents (73%) had self-confidence scores below 54 and thus, fell within the region of significance.
such as lower performance, or no changes in performance at all. Such emphasis is vital in the case of remedial courses where, due to past performance, student self-confidence is diminished (Ganley & Lubienski, 2016) .
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